Liquid crystalline (LC) materials, such as actin or tubulin networks, are known to be capable of deforming the shape of cells. Here, elements of that behavior are reproduced in a synthetic system, namely, a giant vesicle suspended in a LC, which we view as a first step toward the preparation of active, anisotropic hybrid systems that mimic some of the functionality encountered in biological systems. To that end, we rely on a coupled particle-continuum representation of deformable networks in a nematic LC represented at the level of a Landaude Gennes free energy functional. Our results indicate that, depending on its elastic properties, the LC is indeed able to deform the vesicle until it reaches an equilibrium, anisotropic shape. The magnitude of the deformation is determined by a balance of elastic and surface forces. For perpendicular anchoring at the vesicle, a Saturn ring defect forms along the equatorial plane, and the vesicle adopts a pancake-like, oblate shape. For degenerate planar anchoring at the vesicle, two boojum defects are formed at the poles of the vesicle, which adopts an elongated, spheroidal shape. During the deformation, the volume of the topological defects in the LC shrinks considerably as the curvature of the vesicle increases. These predictions are confirmed by our experimental observations of spindle-like shapes in experiments with giant unilamellar vesicles with planar anchoring. We find that the tension of the vesicle suppresses vesicle deformation, whereas anchoring strength and large elastic constants promote shape anisotropy.
INTRODUCTION
The physics of colloidal suspensions in liquid crystals (LCs) has attracted considerable interest (1, 2) . When dispersed in a nematic LC, rigid spherical particles can induce certain disclinations (3, 4) and self-organize into intriguing patterns (2, (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . Similarly, recent work with nonspherical particles in nematic LCs has revealed a wide range of previously unknown self-assembled structures (14) (15) (16) (17) . In the context of cell biology, it is well known that tubulin or actin polymerization can deform the shape of cells, vesicles, or even liquid droplets, leading to the formation of highly anisotropic shapes (18, 19) . Previous theoretical studies suggest that, in the weak anchoring limit, isotropic droplets immersed in a LC can be deformed by the medium, provided that the interfacial tension is sufficiently low (as in the presence of surfactants) (20) (21) (22) . Similarly, within a smectic LC, experiments and numerical calculations indicate that soft deformable particles may adopt an elongated shape (23, 24) . The inverse problem, namely, that of the shape adopted by a nematic LC droplet within an isotropic solution (a "tactoid"), has also been investigated for a variety of conditions (25) (26) (27) (28) . More recent studies have considered deformation of lyotropic chromonic LC (LCLC) droplets and even active nematics (29, 30) .
In contrast, the case of a LC droplet or a LC-filled vesicle in a nematic LC has not been addressed before. However, this system is of particular interest because it provides a promising platform for the development of active, responsive materials. In a LC droplet, the surface tension depends on the local director. Its shape can be obtained from a Wulff construction (31) . For isotropic deformable particles in a nematic LC, the particle shape interacts with the defect structure through the underlying director field; determining the equilibrium shape in the presence of such coupling interactions remains an unsolved problem, which we address in this work.
A lipid vesicle generally consists of a lipid bilayer membrane that encapsulates an aqueous solution (32) . Vesicle shape can deform, but the dynamics are different from that of a liquid droplet. A theoretical model of soft solids interacting within a nematic LC was originally proposed by Rey (33) , and, to the best of our knowledge, only one published study has presented simulations of vesicle deformation in a nematic LC (34) . The latter work focused on rigid (infinite) homeotropic anchoring in two dimensions, thereby precluding direct comparison or application to easily accessible experimental systems.
Here, we examine how surface properties and LC elastic constants affect vesicle deformation, and we pay special attention to the resultant disclination structures that arise from surface deformation. To do so, we rely on full three-dimensional simulations of a nematic LC that is treated at the level of a Landau-de Gennes free energy functional for the order parameter tensor Q. The vesicle is described as a bead-spring network "shell" whose equilibrium shape is altered as the bulk and surface forces arising from elasticity and anchoring seek to balance each other. We propose an equation to calculate surface forces due to surface torques arising from finite anchoring, and we find that different surface stress calculations reported in the literature are essentially equivalent (34, 35) . Our findings suggest new avenues for control of colloidal self-assembly structure by tuning the underlying particle shape through, for instance, temperature changes (15) . The predictions of our calculations are validated by experimental measurements which indicate that, when immersed in LCLCs, giant vesicles can be deformed as anticipated in our simulations.
RESULTS
The vesicle, which is represented by a bead-spring network having 2562 beads and 7680 springs, is initialized as a sphere of radius R = 16. It is placed at the center of a LC channel of size [X, Y, Z] = [100, 100, 100], which is bounded by a top and a bottom wall whose normals are in the z-direction. To fix the far-field LC director n 0 , nondegenerate planar anchoring along the y-direction is enforced at both walls. The characteristics of the model are chosen such that an undistorted LC scalar order parameter q 0 ≈ 0.6 is obtained, a value that is consistent with that encountered in typical experimental observations (see Materials and Methods). We refer by "homeotropic vesicle" and "planar vesicle" to vesicles that exhibit homeotropic (normal) and degenerate planar (tangential) anchoring conditions, respectively. The system is assumed to reach equilibrium when the free energy is minimized by a Ginzburg-Landau approach.
We first examine the local stress on the surface before the vesicle deforms. Results for planar and homeotropic anchoring conditions for either strong or weak anchoring strength (W) are shown in Fig. 1 . For strong anchoring, the force is more pronounced near the defect. The force points outward from the vesicle, thereby causing the vesicle surface to be pulled toward the defect. For weak anchoring, the force magnitude is small and evenly distributed throughout the surface. For planar anchoring, the regions near the two boojums experience a pulling force, but the equator experiences a pushing force. In contrast, for a Saturn ring defect, the equator experiences a pulling force, and the poles experience a pushing force. The physical origins of these forces are discussed in what follows.
The defect structures associated with the vesicle at different times are shown in Fig. 2 . After the LC-induced deformation, two correlated processes take place. First, the defect volume, which is characterized by the volume of a low-scalar order parameter region (with scalar order parameter q < 0.3), shrinks and eventually becomes too small to resolve with our finite-difference mesh. For homeotropic anchoring, the ring defect becomes disconnected, and for planar anchoring, the boojum defect volume shrinks. Second, the local curvature in the region near the defect increases: the homeotropic vesicle expands and adopts a pancake shape at the equator, where the ring defect is localized, and the planar vesicle becomes elongated along the two boojum (point) defects. These two processes are correlated because the surface curvature suppresses the topological defect(s), and the defect(s) raises the total free energy. Consider, for example, a radius of curvature r. If r ≥ x Kd = K/W (see Materials and Methods for a discussion on Kleman-de Gennes length x Kd ), surface anchoring is able to distort the director field and produce a topological defect; if r < x Kd , LC elasticity overcomes surface anchoring and the defect is less well defined, having a higher scalar order parameter. In some cases, it is smaller than the grid size. As shown in Fig. 3 , the system's elastic and surface energy decreases during deformation. We hypothesize that the vesicle attempts to release elastic energy by increasing the local curvature of the region near the high elastic distortion space, namely, the defect. The resultant shape is further defined by this trend, along with the constraints of fixed vesicle volume and surface area.
We also performed simulations of vesicle deformation with LC on both sides of the surface. Representative snapshots are shown in Fig. 4 . For homeotropic anchoring, before deformation, there is a point defect located at the center of the vesicle. After deformation, the inner defect transforms into a ring defect at the inlet of the network because of curvature effects. The outer ring defect expands and becomes disconnected. Similarly, for the planar anchoring case, as the vesicle elongates along the director field, the two boojum defects are displaced toward the vesicle interior. Despite the difference in defect structure, the shape of the different types of vesicles is consistent with that of vesicles with an unstructured (non-LC) fluid in the interior. Our predictions of planar anchoring vesicle shape are confirmed by experiments with a giant unilamellar vesicle (GUV) immersed in LCLCs. The GUVs were prepared from a ternary mixture (1 mM total lipid concentration) of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC; at 97.5 mol %), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt) (DOPE-PEG2000; at 2 mol %), and N-(4,4-difluoro-5,7-dimethyl-4-bora3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-propionyl)-1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt (BODIPY-DHPE; at 0.5 mol %) in either 5.5 weight % (wt %) or 15% of disodium cromoglycate (DSCG). As can be observed in Fig. 5 , in isotropic solutions containing 5.5 wt % DSCG, the GUVs adopt spherical shapes (Fig. 5A ). In the nematic phases, which appear for 15 wt % DSCG, we observe that the GUVs become elongated and spindle-shaped (Fig. 5B) , as predicted by the simulations. These observations serve to confirm that the elasticity of the LC does indeed compress the GUV along the GUV axis perpendicular to the local director.
We next consider the effect of surface elasticity k str and bending modulus k curv on vesicle shape. A value of k vol = 10.0 is adopted to ensure volume conservation. For all the conditions considered here, the total volume change is less than 0.1%. To quantify vesicle shape, we measure the aspect ratio a S = D y /D z , where D y and D z are the projected lengths of the vesicle along the y-and z-directions. We also calculate the anisotropy of the moment of inertia, which is defined as a m = I y /I z , where I y and I z are the moment of inertia with respect to the y and z axis, respectively. For the results shown in Fig. 6A , we keep k str = k curv = k. For weaker k, the vesicle undergoes a more pronounced deformation, a m reaches a plateau when k ≤ 1, and a S appears to be linear with respect to log(k) even at low k. To ensure that the vesicle surface is inextensible, we choose k str = 32.0 and vary k curv in Fig. 6B . Again, the bending coefficient k curv prevents deformation (it penalizes surface curvature). The largest anisotropy that one can generate with a high k str is 1.1 (or 0.9 for a pancake shape), compared to as high as 1.4 (or 0.7 for the opposite situation) for the k str = k curv case. Figure 6C shows the results for the effect of surface anchoring. For weak and moderate anchoring (W < 10 −3 N/m), W promotes surface deformation. For strong anchoring conditions, shape anisotropy reaches a plateau value of 1.25 (or 0.8 for homeotropic vesicles). For strong anchoring, the corresponding Kleman-de Genns length x Kd drops below the nematic coherent length x, and the LC phase becomes less sensitive to anchoring. Hence, the surface force saturates.
Vesicle deformation originates from the anisotropic elastic stress generated by the LC. As the elastic constant weakens, this force should be weaker. This correspondence is shown in Fig. 6D . To eliminate the effect of varying the LC phase by changing the elastic constant L 1 , here, we only consider the strong anchoring case as if the vesicle surface exhibits rigid anchoring. The vesicle shape anisotropy becomes negligible when L 1 drops two orders of magnitude.
CONCLUSIONS
Here, theories and simulations have been used to determine the shape adopted by flexible vesicles suspended in nematic LCs. We have examined the effects of various anchoring conditions and that of the LC elastic coefficients. Regardless of whether the interior of the vesicles is structured or unstructured, planar vesicles favor elongated (prolate) shapes. The elongation follows the far-field LC director. Our predictions for planar anchoring are confirmed by measurements of GUVs in a LCLC. In contrast, homeotropic vesicles with quadrupolar structure favor a pancake (oblate) shape, with the minor axis oriented along the far-field LC director. We hypothesize that the surface torque that originates from elastic distortions provides the driving force for the deformation. The vesicle shape is quantified by the ratio of moments of inertia along different axes. We find that the shape anisotropy is suppressed by the vesicle surface elastic and bending moduli but is promoted by the surface anchoring strength and LC elastic constants. In an isotropic environment, GUVs adopt a spherical shape, whereas in a nematic environment, the elastic forces distort the GUV into a spindle shape, with a cusp angle of a ≈ 107°. We note that (A) and (B) are not the same GUV. Scale bars, 5 mm. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The vesicle model adopted in this work consists of a bead-spring shell (34, (36) (37) (38) . All simulations begin with a spherical vesicle of radius R, which is built by a triangular network. The vertices of the network are the beads, and the springs that connect neighboring sites control surface elasticity. The mass of each node is denoted by m, and there are N nodes in the network. The energy of the vesicle includes three contributions, namely
Surface stretch (surface area expansion) is penalized by the elastic energy, which only applies to neighboring beads P i and P j that are connected by a spring. E elastic takes the following form
where r ij and r 0 ij are the instantaneous and the equilibrium spring lengths connecting bead (node) P i and P j , respectively. The corresponding elastic coefficient for stretching is denoted by k str .
Given the surface normal n, the vesicle volume V can be expressed as a surface integral
To numerically calculate V, the following expressions are used
where r i and n i are the position vector and the surface normal at node P i , respectively. Specifically, n i is the normal to the best-fit surface s i crossing all the neighbor beads around P i . Additional details about how to determine s i are provided in section A of the Supplementary Materials. The variable b ij represents the reciprocal length of edge r ij . If r ij is the side of two triangles P i P j P l and P i P j P k , the centers of the corresponding circumscribed circles are denoted by Q ijk and Q ijl . The middle point of P i P j is, namely, R ij . Vectors Q ijk R ij and Q ijl R ij are perpendicular to P i P j . The reciprocal length of P i P j is defined as b ij = |Q ijk R ij | + |Q ijl R ij |. A graphical illustration of b ij is provided in section C of the Supplementary Materials. The energy penalty associated with a volume change is given by
where V 0 is the initial volume (original volume before immersed in LC), and k vol is related to the compressibility b ¼ À 1 V ∂V ∂P ¼ 1=Vk vol , where P is the pressure. A large value of k vol , which is akin to the compressibility, serves to enforce a constant volume.
The bending energy due to surface curvature is written as
where d i is the distance from node P i to its associated surface s i , and k curv is the coefficient that penalizes bending of the membrane. If the vesicle surface is flat, d i = 0, and the bending energy vanishes. The bending energy is nonzero for curved interfaces and leads to a contribution to the surface tension by g bend ¼ k curv = ffiffi ffi 3 p . The k str and k curv spring constants have units of energy/length 2 , and k vol has units of energy/length 6 . The structure of the LC is described in terms of a Q-tensor (39). The total free energy F of the LC is given by
By introducing an energy scale A 0 and a parameter U, one can write the Landau-de Gennes free energy density f Ld as (35)
Here, A 0 corresponds to the core energy of a LC defect, and U is related to concentration for lyotropic LCs and temperature for thermotropic LCs. A value of U = 3.5 is adopted in this work. The scalar order parameter q 0 of an undistorted nematic LC is related to U by
The elastic (distortion) energy density of the LC is denoted by f E . Within the single elastic constant approximation 
where Q S is the preferred Q-tensor at the surface. For degenerate planar anchoring, f S is given by the Fournier-Galatola form (41)
where Q ¼ Q þ ðq 0 =3ÞI and Q ⊥ ¼ PQ P. I is the identity tensor. P is the projection operator associated with the surface normal n as P = I − nn. The Q-tensor of the LC is evolving according to the EulerLagrange equation on a cubic mesh by a finite-difference method (39) . The equilibrium conditions are given by
Each bead P i , having a point mass m, obeys the following equation of motion
where F i ext is the external force exerted by the LC on bead P i , g is a friction coefficient, and v i is the bead velocity. For an overdamped system, gv i ¼ À
þ F ext i . If there is no external force acting on the vesicle, surface tension acts to maintain a spherical shape. However, the LC surrounding the vesicle exerts an anisotropic stress that can induce a deformation. The antisymmetric portion of the surface stress gives rise to a surface torque. This torque (per area) G can be expressed as (34)
where e abg is the three-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol, and the Einstein summation convention is assumed. By introducing the surface molecular field
), a stress t is defined as
We show in section B of the Supplementary Materials that multiple disparate expressions (34, 35) for the anchoring-induced surface torque can, in fact, be reduced into a single expression. The spatial variation of the torque leads to a local stress, which is responsible for a surface deformation. In particular, the local stress is
In section C of the Supplementary Materials, we explain in detail how to numerically calculate the stress distribution. The symmetric portion of the surface stress, that is, the surface pressure, also contributes to the deformation of the surface. Such pressure (per area) p S is (see the Supplementary Materials for details) given by
where f = f Ld + f E , and f S (Q) is a function of Q given by
The bead-spring network and the LC are coupled, as described in what follows. (i) The bead-spring network determines the topology of the LC mesh: any LC point that is in the vicinity of the network is regarded as surface-LC points. The points outside the network are the bulk-LC point. The interior points of the network can be either non-LC or bulk-LC points, depending on the choice of the material inside the vesicle. (ii) LC forces are applied to vesicle nodes through springs: the eight corners of a unit cubic cell in which the spring's middle point resides are the neighbors of the spring (or equivalently the neighbors of the two end nodes of the spring). The surface torque and force are first added to the spring with a weight proportional to the opposite volume from the point to the overall cell (42) . The force is then equally distributed to the two end nodes, and two opposite forces are added to them; thus, the resultant torque is equal to the applied torque (34) . (iii) The surface normal of the LC surface point is given by its neighboring vesicle nodes. If a given node happens to have no neighboring node, its nearest node's normal is assigned. The coupled system is evolved until the beads come to rest.
It is important to briefly mention two characteristic length scales. The Kleman-de Gennes length is defined as x Kd = K/W (35) . If x Kd ≫ R, the distortion to the director field by the presence of a particle is negligible; otherwise, the distortion leads to formation of a point or line defect. The other length scale, a = K/g S , describes the competition between surface tension (~g S R) and elastic distortion (~K) (43) . If R ≫ a, the surface remains spherical; otherwise, elastic forces induce a deformation. Here, we focused on relatively strong anchoring and low surface tension, which are the conditions that are most easily realized in phospholipid vesicles suspended in chromonic LCs. Thus, R ≥ x Kd and R = O(a).
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